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Abstract
Deep operator learning has emerged as a promising tool for reduced-order modelling and PDE
model discovery. Leveraging the expressive power of deep neural networks, especially in high
dimensions, such methods learn the mapping between functional state variables. While proposed
methods have assumed noise only in the dependent variables, experimental and numerical data for
operator learning typically exhibit noise in the independent variables as well, since both variables
represent signals that are subject to measurement error. In regression on scalar data, failure to
account for noisy independent variables can lead to biased parameter estimates. With noisy inde-
pendent variables, linear models fitted via ordinary least squares (OLS) will show attenuation bias,
wherein the slope will be underestimated. In this work, we derive an analogue of attenuation bias
for linear operator regression with white noise in both the independent and dependent variables,
showing that the norm upper bound of the operator learned via OLS decreases with increasing noise
in the independent variable. In the nonlinear setting, we computationally demonstrate underpredic-
tion of the action of the Burgers operator in the presence of noise in the independent variable. We
propose error-in-variables (EiV) models for two operator regression methods, MOR-Physics and
DeepONet, and demonstrate that these new models reduce bias in the presence of noisy independent
variables for a variety of operator learning problems. Considering the Burgers operator in 1D and
2D, we demonstrate that EiV operator learning robustly recovers operators in high-noise regimes
that defeat OLS operator learning. We also introduce an EiV model for time-evolving PDE discov-
ery and show that OLS and EiV perform similarly in learning the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky evolution
operator from corrupted data, suggesting that the effect of bias in OLS operator learning depends
on the regularity of the target operator.
Keywords: operator learning, error-in-variables, PDE discovery, deep learning

1. Introduction

Operator regression, or operator learning, has emerged as an important field in scientific computing
that focuses on the flexible and expressive discovery of partial differential equations (PDEs) and
related models. These methods fit parameterizations of operators, i.e., mappings between functions,
using observations of the input and output of the operators. Recently, operator regression methods
have begun to incorporate techniques from machine learning such as deep neural networks and
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Gaussian processes, opening the way for novel applications in scientific computing challenges, such
as data-driven model discovery (Trask et al., 2019), surrogate models of data-to-solution maps (You
et al., 2022; Cai et al., 2021), and closure models in fluid flow (Duraisamy et al., 2019). However,
current operator regression methods based on deep learning assume that the independent variable,
i.e. the input to the operator, is free of noise. The objective of this work is to explore the bias
in models learned from noisy independent variables and to propose a correction, applicable to a
wide variety of operator regression architectures, based on error-in-variables methods in classical
statistics.

Fitting parameterized operators to observations is a classical problem and has been approached,
e.g., with Bayesian methods (Pang et al., 2017; Stuart, 2010; Trillos and Sanz-Alonso, 2017),
PDE-constrained optimization (D’Elia and Gunzburger, 2016; Burkovska et al., 2021), and physics-
informed Gaussian processes (Gulian et al., 2019; Raissi et al., 2017). Earlier works leveraged sig-
nificant prior knowledge of physics and fitted small numbers of physically interpretable parameters.
In contrast, recent methods based on high-dimensional deep neural network (DNN) parameteriza-
tion of operators have established deep operator learning as a widely applicable and domain-agnostic
area of scientific computing. Deep operator learning methods vary based on the discretizations of
function spaces inherent in each method as well as the architecture and training of the DNN. They
include modal methods (Patel and Desjardins, 2018; Patel et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2021), graph based methods (Anandkumar et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020), PCA based methods (Bhat-
tacharya et al., 2020), meshless methods (Trask et al., 2019), trunk-branch based methods (Lu et al.,
2019; Cai et al., 2021), and time-stepping methods (You et al., 2021; Long et al., 2018; Qin et al.,
2019). Such methods can be purely data-driven or incorporate knowledge from physics (Wang et al.,
2021), and can be utilized as general operator surrogates or be specifically for PDE model discov-
ery (Patel et al., 2021). Similar techniques in the computer science and statistics literature have
been described as function-to-function regression within the field of functional data analysis (FDA)
(Silverman and Ramsay, 2001) but applied outside the PDE context. These methods include repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space approaches (Yuan and Cai, 2010; Kadri et al., 2016), additive models
(Kim et al., 2018), wavelet-based approaches (Meyer et al., 2015), and neural network models (Rao
and Reimherr, 2021; Kou et al., 2019). See Morris (2015) for a broad overview of the topic.

The effect of noisy inputs in the training and test data for deep operator regression methods is
relatively unexplored, despite being widely studied in the related context of adversarial examples in
deep learning (Szegedy et al., 2013; Yoshida and Miyato, 2017). In single and multivariate statistics,
error in the independent variables leads to inconsistent parameter estimates without proper error
modelling. In particular, linear models fit via ordinary least squares (OLS) to scalar data {(x+ε, y)}
with error in the independent variable persistently underpredict the slope as

m∗ = m
var(x)

var(x) + var(ε)
, (1)

where m∗ is the predicted slope, m is the true slope, x is the independent variable, and ε is the error
in x (Hutcheon et al., 2010). This phenomenon is known as attenuation bias and methods such
as total least squares (Markovsky and Van Huffel, 2007), and Deming regression (Linnet, 1993)
have been developed to counteract it. More generally, including in nonlinear contexts, an error-in-
variables (EiV) model is required to correct for inconsistency arising from error in the independent
variables. Typically, EiV models are highly specialized to specific problems. See Zwanzig (2000);
Chen et al. (2011) for overviews of this topic.
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For multivariate linear regression, the method of Xu and You (2007) can recover models given
independent variables corrupted by additive noise. The Compensated Matrix Uncertainty selector
method (Rosenbaum and Tsybakov, 2013) has been developed to recover over-parameterized mod-
els under the assumption that the parameter vector is sparse and the variance of the noise can be
estimated, and was shown to compensate for missing data. The method of Loh and Wainwright
(2011) additionally has convergence guarantees for the optimization problem used to infer the pa-
rameters and can operate on data corrupted with multiplicative noise.

In contrast to single and multivariate data, where one often has more control over the error in
the independent variables, e.g. the placement of sensors, functional data originate from signals
which are generally noisy, particularly when measured in extreme environments or at high sampling
rates. This makes it essential that operator regression methods be robust to noise in both the input
(independent) and output (dependent) variables. Error-in-variables models have previously been
developed for linear function-to-function regression (Chakraborty and Panaretos, 2017; Chen et al.,
2022). However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no error-in-variables model available
for any operator regression or nonlinear function-to-function regression methods.

In this work, we derive a generalization to (1) for OLS inference of linear operators and demon-
strate computationally that the action of OLS learned operators underpredict the action of the true
operators. Under the assumption that the underlying functional data is smooth but corrupted by
white noise, we propose EiV models for the nonlinear operator regression methods, MOR-Physics
(Patel and Desjardins, 2018; Patel et al., 2021) and DeepONet (Lu et al., 2019). We demonstrate
that these models can correct for the bias introduced by noisy independent variables for several PDE
learning problems.

2. Operator regression for noisy input data

Many operator regression methods seek to infer an operator by solving an ordinary least squares
problem,

L = argmin
L̂

E
(u,v)

[∥∥∥L̂u− v∥∥∥2
V

]
, (2)

where L is potentially nonlinear, (u, v) ∈ U×V represent the input and output of the target operator
and the expectation E is over a distribution of functions that is appropriate for a given application,
including any stochastic variables meant to model measurement noise. The specification of the
Banach spaces U and V and the distribution inherent to the expectation (2) of input functions is a
major theoretical challenge. The distribution weights a subset within the function space U where
the learned operator is expected to provide an accurate surrogate of the target operator, as well as
measurement noise. In practice, it assumed that a finite sample of training functions is available
which represents this theoretical distribution, and that these functions are discretized in some way
so that they can be represented as finite-dimensional vectors,

u ∈ Rd1 , v ∈ Rd2 , (3)

It is also assumed that the operator L is discretized in a consistent way,

L : Rd1 → Rd2 , (4)

and that ‖ · ‖V = ‖ · ‖`2(Rd2 ) for ease of computation.
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We consider the case when the observations (u, v) originate from pairs (û, v̂) corrupted by
independent white noise. With the discretization specified by (3) and (4), and the analogous dis-
cretization of (û, v̂), we assume that we are given N observations such that

ui = ûi + εiu, vi = v̂i + εiv, i = 1, 2, ..., N,

εiu ∼ N (0, σ2uI), εiv ∼ N (0, σ2vI),
(5)

where N (µ,Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ. We seek an
operator L such that

L(û) ≈ v̂

for pairs of functions (û, v̂) in a given sample set (the test set). The discretized ordinary least
squares problem from (2) for operator regression using this data is to minimize the loss

J =
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖Lui − vi‖2
`2(Rd2 )

. (6)

We stress that the objective is to infer the mapping from noiseless input to noiseless output, having
access only to noisy observations of input and output data for training.

2.1. Operator regression methods

In this section, we summarize the two operator regression methods examined in our experiments.

2.1.1. MOR-PHYSICS

The MOR-Physics operator regression method (Patel and Desjardins, 2018; Patel et al., 2021) uses
the following operator parameterization,

L(u) =

No∑
i

F−1gi(κ)Fhi(u),

where F is the Fourier transform, gi and hi are neural networks, κ is the wavenumber, and No

is a hyperparameter. Here, hi(u) is applied pointwise, such that, hi(u(x)) = (hi ◦ u)(x). The
optimization over L in (2) is replaced here with optimization over the neural network parameters.
For all numerical studies, we select the network width = 5, depth = 5, and take the activation
function to be the exponential linear unit (ELU) (Clevert et al., 2015) for both hi and gi.

2.1.2. DEEPONET

The DeepONet operator regression method (Lu et al., 2019) includes a branch network, b, that takes
as input u and a trunk network, t, that takes as input x, a single grid point on the output function v. In
this work, we use the unstacked variant of DeepONet with the following operator parameterization
to approximate v at a single grid point x,

L(u, x) =

p∑
k=1

bk(u)tk(x) + b0,
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where p is the network width and b0 is an additional bias term.
For all computational studies involving DeepONet, we use fully connected networks with tanh

activation functions for both the trunk and branch. We chose depths of 3 and 2 for the trunk and
branch, respectively and 70 for the network width, p.

2.2. Bias in operators inferred from Ordinary Least-Squares (OLS) operator regression

The presence of noise given by (5) when minimizing a loss function as in (2) leads to systematic
bias in the prediction of L, in a way that is analogous to the attenuation bias described previously.
We generate pairs of noisy functions,

(ui, vi) = (ûi + εiu, ∂xû
i2 + εiv),

where ui and vi are generated as described in Section 5, and attempt to infer the Burgers operator
Lu = ∂xu

2 using the MOR-Physics operator regression method, described in Section 2.1.1. Fig-
ure 1 demonstrates the bias in the learned operator by plotting the action on a test function; the
predicted output function exhibits `2-norm smaller than the true output function. This is typical of
the output on test functions, suggesting that the operator norm of L itself is attenuated, i.e., that the
OLS learned operator “underpredicts” the action of the true Burgers operator. In Table 1, we com-
pute the maximum and average norms for the action of the OLS learned and true Burgers operator
over a set of 1000 test functions in the unit ball of `2; note that the former approximates the operator
norm of the learned L over the sample space. These statistics strongly suggest that the operator
norm is biased to zero.

OLS operator True operator
max ‖Lu‖`2(Rd2 ) 4.42 12.45

average ‖Lu‖`2(Rd2 ) 2.40 7.75

Table 1: Operator norm statistics for true Burgers operator and OLS inferred operator, computed
over 1000 samples with ||u||`2(Rd1 ) = 1.

In addition to the bias induced by noise in the independent variable, a natural question is whether
overfitting by the DNN is a cause of attenuation bias. In Figure 2, we again attempt to recover the
Burgers operator but include regularization techniques for neural networks to prevent overfitting,
i.e., weight decay (Krogh and Hertz, 1991) and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014). For various penal-
ties and dropout rates, the OLS learned operators still underpredict the action of the true Burgers
operator. This suggests that the observed bias is not a consequence of overfitting, but a result of in-
adequate error modelling. The hyperparameters used in these studies are available in Appendix B.

The following theorem shows that the bias observed in the examples above can be expected for
linear operators. It extends the classical result on attenuation bias to the case of a linear operator
learned by OLS. We obtain the theorem for an idealized case of infinitely many finite-dimensional
samples. That is, we assume a discretization of the form (3), but for infinitely many pairs, consistent
with the implicit distribution of samples. Then, rather than the fully discrete loss (6), the theorem is
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Figure 1: Operator learned from noisy independent variables with OLS underpredicts the action of
the true operator. (Top left) sample of training u ( ) and underlying smooth function û
( ). (Bottom left) sample of training v ( ) and underlying smooth function v̂ = ∂xû

2

( ). (Top right) smooth test function. (Bottom right) action of true Burgers operator on
smooth test function ( ) and action of OLS learned operator ( ).
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Figure 2: Standard neural network regularization methods do not reduce bias in operators learned
from noisy independent variables. Action of true Burgers operator ( ). (Left) Weight
decay with penalties, λ = 0.01 ( ), λ = 0.1 ( ), and λ = 1 ( ). (Right) Dropout
with dropout rates, r = 0.01 ( ), r = 0.05 ( ), and r = 0.1 ( ).

stated for a loss of the form

J = E
[∥∥∥L̂u− v

∥∥∥2
`2(Rd2 )

]
, u ∈ Rd1 ,v ∈ Rd2 . (7)

The fully discrete loss given in (6) converges to J as the sample size increases. The following
theorem is proven in Appendix A.

Theorem 1 The minimizer to (7) among linear L̂ is

L = E
[
v̂û>

] (
E
[
ûû>

]
+ σ2uI

)−1
.

The norm upperbound for this operator is

‖L‖ ≤
‖E
[
v̂û>

]
‖

‖E [ûû>] + σ2uI‖
.

This norm upperbound decreases with increasing levels of noise, σu, suggesting attenuation bias for
the OLS inferred operator with large noise in u. Theorem 1 should be compared to the attenuation
bias result for classical regression (1). The significance of this result is that while zero-bias noise in
the dependent variable v can be compensated for by a large sample size, the presence of seemingly
innocuous zero-bias noise in the independent variable u persists in biasing the optimal solution of
the ordinary least squares problem (7) itself. The numerical results shown in Figure 1 and Table
1 above suggests similar behavior for nonlinear operator regression as well. This necessitates the
error-in-variables model we propose below, which corrects the bias in the predicted operator.
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3. Error-in-variables (EiV) model

Instead of applying OLS to infer the operator, we model the error for both u and v with the joint
probability density function (PDF),[

ũi − ui
vi − Lũi

]
∼ N

(
0,

[
σ2uI

σ2vI

])
where ũ is a “denoised” version of u that ideally approximates the true underlying, noiseless func-
tion, û. L, along with ũ, σu, σv, can be recovered via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),

L, ũ, σu, σv = argmax
L,ũ,σu,σv

∏
i

p

([
ũi − ui
vi − Lũi

])
, (8)

where p(·) refers to the probability density of the indicated random variable. Real-world functional
data is often smooth. Therefore, we simplify recovery of ũ via a low-pass filter, ũ = Gu, and
optimize over G instead of ũ. We select for G, the smooth spectral filter (Boyd, 1996),

G(u) = F−1erfc(a(κ− κc))Fu

where F , a, κ, and κc are the Fourier transform, the filter bandwidth, the wavenumber, and the
cutoff wavenumber, respectively. Since u is assumed to be smooth and all examples in Section 5 are
performed on the periodic domain, this spectral filter as a simple and efficient denoising method.
The optimization over ũ = Gu in (8) is replaced with optimization over the two filter parameters.

In our numerical studies, we have observed that priors on the filter parameters can improve
robustness. Ideally, we would like as weak a prior as possible on κc, since we do not a priori know
the smoothness of u. A uniform prior would be the weakest, but its PDF is discontinuous near the
boundaries of the support. Instead, we use the Beta distribution (Murphy, 2013) as a prior on κc,

κc/βκc ∼ Beta(1 + ε, 1 + ε).

where βκc is a hyperparameter that specifies the maximum allowable κc. With this prior, we perform
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation to obtain L,

L, κc, a, σu, σv = argmax
L,κc,a,σu,σv

∏
i

p

([
Gui − ui
vi − LGui

])
p(κc/βκc). (9)

For small ε, Beta is a smooth approximation to the uniform distribution, and therefore MAP is
amenable to gradient descent based algorithms. This prior forces our EiV model to select a smaller
κc so that Gui is smooth. For our numerical studies, we use ε = 0.01.

4. Operator regression with error-in-variables model for time-evolving systems

In addition to the inference problem discussed in the previous sections, we are also interested in
inferring time-evolving PDE’s from noise corrupted solutions. Given a solution, u(x, t) = û(x, t)+
ε(x, t), we seek to recover a PDE in the following form,

∂tu = L(u), x ∈ Ω

u(x, 0) = u0(x)

Bu = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω
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We discretize this PDE in time with forward Euler, obtaining,

un+1 = un + ∆tL(un) = P(un) n = 1, 2, . . . , N̂t,

This temporal discretization results in a ResNet-type architecture which has been effectively used
to parameterize and discover governing evolution equations (Haber and Ruthotto, 2017; Long et al.,
2018; Patel and Desjardins, 2018; Qin et al., 2019). We still parameterize L with either MOR-
Physics or DeepONet. However, we can now ideally model the error in u over all time steps with
the following joint PDF, 

Gu0 − u0
PGu0 − u1

...
PN̂tGu0 − un

 ∼ N (0, σ2uI) .
Note that we have assumed the error is spatially and temporally independent and identical dis-
tributed (i.i.d.). The validity of this assumption depends on the data and the physical system under
investigation. Due to the computational complexity of evaluating probability densities from the
above distribution, we instead consider the following marginalized distribution as a simplification,[

Gu0 − u0
PNtGu0 − uNt

]
∼ N

(
0, σ2uI

)
,

where Nt is a hyperparameter indicating a maximum timestep.

5. Results

In the following sections, we compare OLS and EiV operator regression using both MOR-Physics
and DeepONet. We perform all test cases on the periodic domain, Ω = [0, L]d, where d is the spatial
dimension of the problem. For each test, we generate samples of smooth functions, ûi by applying
a low pass filter to samples of white noise. For time independent problems, we then apply the a
priori known operator to ûi and obtain v̂i.

We next corrupt the data by adding white noise and obtain ui and vi. To standardize the amount
of noise added to û and v̂, we tune the standard deviation of the white noise to target specific
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR’s), expressed in decibels (dB) as,

SNR = 10 log10

(
RMS(u)

σu

)2

,

and likewise for v. For all test cases, we target the same SNR for both u and v. With this noisy data,
we attempt to infer the operator or PDE. Finally we evaluate our inference by generating noiseless
test data, utest using the same method discussed above, and comparing the action of the inferred
operator to the action of the true operator on utest.

For time evolving problems, we numerically integrate the a priori known PDE, using ûi0 = ûi

as the initial condition, obtaining ûin for all n timesteps. We next corrupt this data with white noise
as discussed above, obtaining un, from which we attempt to infer an evolution PDE. We evaluate
our inference by generating a noiseless initial condition u0 = utest, evolving the inferred PDE, and
comparing to the evolution of the true PDE using the same utest as an initial condition.
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Figure 3: EiV model improves recovery of true Burgers operator in the presence of noisy indepen-
dent variables. (Left) Underlying smooth function û ( ) and training u for SNR = 8
( ), SNR = 4 ( ), SNR = 0 ( ), and SNR = −4 ( ). (Right) Action of true
Burgers operator ( ) on noiseless test utest and action of learned operators from data
with decreasing SNR for OLS (Top right) and EiV (Bottom right).

To perform the optimization in (8) and (9), we use the stochastic gradient based optimizer,
ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Batch sizes, learning rates, sample sizes, and other hyperparame-
ters for all numerical studies are listed in Appendix B.

5.1. Learning operators with the MOR-Physics EiV model

In these sections, we compare the OLS and EiV models using the MOR-Physics operator parame-
terization discussed in Section 2.1.1.

5.1.1. RECOVERING THE BURGERS OPERATOR

We consider the learning problem discussed in Figure 1 where we attempt to recover the Burgers
operator, Lu = ∂xu

2. In Figure 3, we apply OLS and EiV inferred error models to this dataset,
recover operators, compute the action of these operators on a noiseless test function, utest, and
compare to the action of the true operator, vtest. We observe that the OLS model recovered oper-
ators only reproduce the action of the true Burgers operator for the highest SNR examined, while
underpredicting the action for lower SNR’s. In contrast, the EiV model is able to recover operators
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down to SNR = 4 with high accuracy. However, for lower SNR’s the EiV model also fails to
recover a suitable operator.
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Figure 4: Effect of cutoff wavenumber prior on filter for EiV model. (Left) Action of MLE estimate
of filters on noisy ui ( ) for decreasing SNR and corresponding noiseless ûi ( ).
(Right) Action of MAP estimate of filters (κc prior) on ui with hyperparameters, βκc = 10
( ), βκc = 20( ), βκc = 40( ), and βκc = 80( ).

On the left four subplots of Figure 4, we examine the action of the filter G on samples of
noisy input functions, ui, with decreasing SNR. For the high SNR data, the EiV model successfully
identifies filter parameters that smooth the input functions. However, for low SNR data, the EiV
model selects filters that fail to smooth the input functions, suggesting the method finds high κc.

5.1.2. IMPROVED OPERATOR LEARNING WITH SMOOTHNESS PRIOR

The results in Figure 3 can be improved by adding priors on the filter parameters as discussed in
Section 3 to constrain κc to smaller values and enforce smoothness on Gui. In Figure 5, we plot
the action of the learned operators with priors on κc and four different hyperparameters, βκc . We
find, for a wide range of βκc , that the prior enables successful recovery of the Burgers operator even
for the lowest SNR. However for the largest βκc = 80, our EiV model can no longer consistently
recover the Burgers operator. Notably, these results are relatively insensitive to βκc , so careful
hyperparameter selection is not necessary.

On the right four subplots of Figure 4, we examine the action of the filter G on sample noisy
input functions, ui, with decreasing SNR and the four βκc hyperparameters. We find that the MAP
estimate produces an operative filter that smooths ui, even for the lowest SNR.

5.1.3. LEARNING THE 2D BURGERS OPERATOR

In this section, we attempt to recover a 2D generalization of the Burgers operator (Mohamed, 2019),
L = ∂xu

2 + ∂yu
2. Figure 6 compares the OLS and EiV learned operators for decreasing SNR. For
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Figure 5: Cutoff wavenumber prior improves EiV model. Action of EiV operator on utest learned
from SNR = 8 ( ), SNR = 4 ( ), SNR = 0 ( ), and SNR = −4 ( ) for
various βκc . Action of true operator ( ).

the EiV model, we included the κc prior with βκc = 10. As in the 1D Burgers operator test, we
find that action of the OLS learned operator severely underpredicts the action of the true operator,
especially at very low SNR. The EiV learned operator, however, captured the action of the true
operator with SNR down to −4. Even with lower SNR’s, the EiV operator did not underpredict the
true operator as severely as the OLS operator.

5.1.4. LEARNING THE KURAMOTO–SIVASHINSKY EQUATION

In this section we attempt to recover the Kuramoto–Sivashinsky (KS) equation,

∂tu+ 0.5∂xu
2 + ∂2xu+ ∂4xu = 0,

using the method outlined in Section 4. To generate the data, we solve KS equation using Pseu-
dospectral methods. We use Orszag’s 3/2 zero-padding technique to eliminate aliases from the
Fourier transform of u2, which is computed in the (x,t) domain (Orszag, 1971). We use the low-
storage Runge-Kutta method for temporal discretization (Spalart et al., 1991) which has been widely
used in the direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows (Hoyas and Jiménez, 2006; Lee and
Moser, 2015). It treats the nonlinear term explicitly with third-order accuracy. Linear terms are
implicitly treated, similarly to the Crank-Nicolson method, with second-order accuracy.

In Figure 7, we infer the equation using the OLS and EiV models for increasing final timestep,
Nt, and found that both performed similarly. For this study, we used SNR = 4. Qualitatively,
neither model was able to capture the dynamics of the KS equation with Nt = 2 and Nt = 4, but
both models were able to capture the dynamics with Nt = 8.
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Figure 6: EiV model improves recovery of 2D Burgers operator from noisy data. (Top) Noiseless
test data, utest, and action of true operator, vtest. Action of OLS (Bottom left) and EiV
(Bottom right) learned operators on utest for decreasing SNR.

As a chaotic system, the KS equation can be characterized by computing Lyapunov exponents as
outlined in Edson et al. (2019). In Figure 7, we also compute the first four Lyapunov exponents for
the true and learned equations. As observed in the qualitative comparison, OLS and EiV perform
similarly, only successfully recovering the true KS equation for Nt = 8. This is in contrast to
regressing the Burgers operator, in which EiV outperformed OLS. We hypothesize that is due to
the difference in regularity of the target operators; the Burgers operator, a differential operator,
reduces the regularity of the input function, while the KS evolution operator possesses smoothing
properties (Collet et al., 1993). As a result, one can expect the operator norm over most subspaces
of sample functions to be much higher for the Burgers operator than for the KS evolution operator,
rendering the OLS attenuation bias more significant in regressing the former. We plan to explore in
more detail the advantages of EiV over OLS in time dependent PDE learning and time independent
operator learning in future work.

5.2. Learning the Burgers operator with DeepONet EiV model

In this section, we examine EiV operator learning for the 1D Burgers operator using the DeepONet
method outlined in Section 2.1.2. In Figure 8, we compute the `2 error between the actions of
OLS and EiV learned operators on test functions and the true actions. As in MOR-Physics, the
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Figure 7: OLS and EiV models perform similarly for KS equation inference. (Top left) Noiseless
test data, utest. (Bottom left) OLS and (Bottom right) EiV inferred operators for increas-
ing hyperparameter, Nt. (Top right) Lyapunov exponents for true equation ( ); OLS
equation with Nt = 2 ( ), Nt = 4 ( ), Nt = 8 ( ); and EiV equation with
Nt = 2 ( ), Nt = 4 ( ), Nt = 8 ( ).

EiV learned operator robustly learns from noisy data, even at very low SNR. Finally, we examine
the effect of training set size on EiV learning in Figure 9. We find that for very low samples, EiV
fails to recover the Burgers operator to high accuracy. With larger numbers of samples, EiV can
successfully recover the operator.

To test the robustness of our EiV model, we next consider alternative distributions from which to
sample the smooth functions u. To create the dataset we repeat the procedure discussed in Section 5,
except instead of low pass filtering white noise to generate u, we apply one of the following Fourier
kernels to white noise,

K(κ) = erfc(κ− 6)

K(κ) =
1

2
κ2e−κ/2

K(κ) =
κ− 1

25
e−(κ−1)

2/50

where the second and third functions are PDFs of the χ2 distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and
the Rayleigh distribution with location parameter = −1 and scale parameter = 5. With the transfer
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( ), and EiV ( ) operators on utest for increasing SNR. Error bars indicate 25th and
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Figure 9: EiV inference improves with training set size in DeepONet. (Left) Relative `2 error vs.
training set size for EiV ( ). (Right) Action of true ( ) and EiV ( ) operators on utest
for increasing training set size. Results computed for SNR = 17. Error bars indicate 25th
and 75th percentile over 100 test samples.

function the smooth input functions are computed as

u(x) = FK(κ)e−jR(κ)

R(κ) ∼ U [0, 2π]
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where U is the uniform distribution and j is the imaginary number. These transfer functions are
chosen such that u is smooth and has no high frequency content. We find in Figure 10 that DeepONet
with our EiV model is able to successfully recover the Burgers operator regardless of the distribution
used to generate u.
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Figure 10: Effect of spectral filter used to generate input signals. (Left) Frequency content of utest.
(Right) Action of true ( ) and DeepONet EiV ( ) operators on utest.

6. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that operator regression performed by minimizing a least-squares loss is
prone to attenuation bias when the input, or independent variable, is corrupted by white noise. This
is supported both by an upper bound on the operator norm for linear operator regression using ordi-
nary least squares (OLS) as well as numerical results for nonlinear operator regression for problems
such as recovering the Burgers operator from noisy observations. We proposed an Error-in-Variables
(EiV) model for operator regression that replaces the least-squares loss with maximum likelihood
estimation or maximum a posteriori estimation with an appropriate smoothness prior. The EiV
method is applicable to a wide variety of existing operator regression methods; we demonstrate this
by combining it with the MOR-physics method of Patel and Desjardins (2018) and the DeepONet
method of Lu et al. (2019). For these methods, the EiV model significantly improves the opera-
tor prediction fidelity for a variety of problems given noise in the input variable, as demonstrated
for the Burgers equation in one and two dimensions. Finally, we introduce an EiV model for time
evolving PDEs and show OLS and EiV perform similarly in recovering the Kuramoto-Sivashinky
equation. This suggests that the regularity properties of the target operator effect the severity of OLS
attenuation bias in practice. For many physical systems, the white noise assumption in this work
may be invalid. Future work may consider other types of error, such as multiplicative noise and
spatially correlated noise. We may also examine alternative means of denoising, e.g., total varia-
tion denoising (Vogel and Oman, 1996), and alternative operator learning frameworks, e.g., wavelet
neural operators (Gupta et al., 2021). Additionally, while we have solely focused on obtaining MAP
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estimates for operators, particularly in small data regimes, the posterior distributions may hold other
likely operators. Future work may focus on examining this posterior distribution of operators.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

We write the objective function in (7) as

J = E
[
(Lu− v)>(Lu− v)

]
= E

[
(u>L> − v>)(Lu− v)

]
= E

[
u>L>Lu− v>Lu− u>L>v + v>v

]
= E

[
u>L>Lu− 2v>Lu + v>v

]
.

Using linearity of expectation, this can be written as a sum of three terms, namely

I = E
[
u>L>Lu

]
= E

[
(û + εu)>L>L(û + εu)

]
= E

[
(û> + ε>u )L>L(û + εu)

]
= E

[
û>L>Lû + û>L>Lεu + ε>uL>Lû + ε>uL>Lεu

]
= E

[
û>L>Lû + 2ε>uL>Lû + ε>uL>Lεu

]
= E

[
û>L>Lû

]
+ E

[
ε>uL>Lεu

]
;

II = −2E
[
v>Lu

]
= −2E

[
(v̂ + εv)

>L(û + εu)
]

= −2E
[
v̂>Lû + v̂>Lεu + ε>v Lû + ε>v Lεu

]
= −2

(
E
[
v̂>Lû

]
+ v̂>L [Eεu] +

[
Eε>v

]
Lû +

[
Eε>v

]
L [Eεu]

)
= −2E

[
v̂>Lû

]
;
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and III = E
[
v>v

]
. While ∂III/∂L = 0, we have

∂I

∂L
= E

[
∂

∂L
û>L>Lû

]
+ E

[
∂

∂L
ε>uL>Lεu

]
= E

[
2Lûû>

]
+ E

[
2Lεuε>u

]
= 2LE

[
ûû>

]
+ 2LE

[
εuε
>
u

]
= 2L

(
E
[
ûû>

]
+ σ2uI

)
,

and

∂II

∂L
= −2E

[
∂

∂L
v̂>Lû

]
= −2E

[
v̂û>

]
.

Setting the derivative of the objective function equal to zero, we obtain

L
(
E
[
ûû>

]
+ σ2uI

)
= E

[
v̂û>

]
which has solution

L = E
[
v̂û>

] (
E
[
ûû>

]
+ σ2uI

)−1
.
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Appendix B. Hyperparameters

The following tables lists the hyperparameters used in our numerical examples. The multiple learn-
ing rates indicate that we reinitialized the Adam optimizer during training and lowered the learning
rate.

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Figure 6 Figure 7 Figures 8 and 9 Figure 10
Domain size, L 2π 2π × 2π 30π 512 512

Grid size 128 128× 128 256 512 512
Training set size 64 64 128 1500 3000

Batch size 4 4 32 1500 3000
Learning rate 1 1E-3 1E-3 1E-3 1e-4 1e-3
Learning rate 2 1E-4 1E-4 1E-3 5e-5 3e-4
Learning rate 3 1E-5 N/A 1E-3 1e-5 5e-4

Epochs 400 200 1 1.5E6 1.5E6
Number of operators, No 1 1 2 N/A N/A

Table 2: Hyperparameters used for all computational studies.
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